Turbojet Engines for TARGET DRONES

Powerful jet engines tailor-made to suit the highest target drone requirements

pbsindia.com
**Turbojet Engines**

Designed for target drones

**Main Features**
- Excellent weight/thrust ratio
- Compact design
- Low fuel consumption
- Ground or in-flight start
- Salt water recovery option
- Integrated starter-generator
- High G-force resistance

**Thrust**

400 – 1,500 N

- Wide range of operating temperatures and altitudes

**PBS – A Real Partner for Engine Installation**
- Assistance with design of air inlet
- Installation consultancy
- Technical support
- Customised solutions
- Testing services

**PBS – Reliable Technology Proven by Operation**

Over 1,300 engines operated on target drones worldwide

In-house design, development and testing
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